Top Tips for Home Learning
Love Maths Facts
Reception Autumn 1

Count to five and back to zero

Count objects to 5 touching each object as the
corresponding number is said

Order the numbers correctly

Know one more than and one less/fewer within 5:
1 more than 0 is 1
1 fewer than 5 is 4
I more than 1 is 2
1 fewer than 4 is 3
1 more than 2 is 3
1 fewer than 3 is 2
I more than 3 is 4
1 fewer than 2 is 1
1 more than 4 is 5
1 fewer than 1 is 0

Read the numbers up to 5 when written in words:
Zero, one, two, three, four, five
Write the numerals correctly starting at the top0 1 2 3 4 5
Add/subtract objects within 5e.g. 2+1=3, 3+5=8, 5-4=1, etc

Do little and often
Rhyming songs and finger rhymes such as `Five in the
Bed` are good to help learn counting skills.
If they can count back from 5 to zero, can they count on
from 3 and stop at 5? Count back from 4 and stop at 0?
(You will find many rhyming songs and finger rhymeswith actions-on youtube)
Have a number hunt around your house/in the street and
shops/on car number plates-to find numbers and say
correctly
You could write the numbers out to start with or use a
pack of cards. Give your child cards to 5 for them to put
in order and then use to support counting forwards and
backwards
To support your child in working out one more or one
less you could count, pausing at the number they need.
For example,
To work out 1 less than 6, you could say
10,9,8,7, 6, ?
Write numbers on the floor/cards to put on the floor and
jump 1more/less than a number.
Play lots of dice/domino games with your children so that
they become familiar with the numbers in spot form.
(There are examples of apps to use on the reception page on the
Combe Martin website.)

